USE MORE OF YOUR DATA TO
MAKE BETTER DECISIONS AND
ELEVATE YOUR ORGANIZATION
Combine data from
multiple sources to
spot relationships
and unlock business
value

Quickly model
and structure your
data using AI
tools

Improve analyst
productivity &
build a smarter
enterprise

POWERFUL REAL-TIME ANALYTICS TO TRANSFORM YOUR
BUSINESS
With terabytes of new data every day, most data warehouse
systems take at least 24 hours to catch up. That means your
reporting is always out-of-date from what's happening right
now. Your business happens in real time, Inzata is the analytics
plaform designed to keep up.
Dashboards and reports tell you what happened, days, weeks,
months ago. Inzata helps you focus on the now, and on what's
next for your your business with speedy analytics, dynamic
visualizations, and actionable intelligence.
Opportunity doesn't wait, neither should your data.
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INZATA DELIVERS
INSIGHTS 100X
FASTER THAN
TRADITIONAL DATA
WAREHOUSES

AN ENTIRELY NEW DATA TECHNOLOGY
DESIGNED TO DELIVER REAL-TIME INSIGHTS
Bring in data from hundreds of sources, combine streaming and historical data to
to detect trends, relationships and hidden opportunities
STREAM & ANALYZE
DATA, LIVE
Stream any data from any
source. Analyze events
while they're happening.

ANALYZE DATA
FROM IoT DEVICES &
GATEWAYS
Filter and process streams
on-the-fly. Quickly help
teams arrive at consensus,
make confident decisions,

MAKE SMARTER,
FASTER DECISIONS
Make your business more
fact-based. Decide and
act with confidence.

Inzata lets you:
•

Stream, analyze and act on your data in real time

•

Combine historical data with real-time streaming metrics for the most accurate
decisions and forecasting

•

Connect to hundreds of streaming sources

•

Quickly explore, understand and apply structure to data

•

Analyze and take action

Inzata simplifies big data for advanced analytics and real-time use cases that drive
business innovation.
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